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ANALYTICITY OF THE STOKES SEMIGROUP IN BMO-TYPE

SPACES

MARTIN BOLKART, YOSHIKAZU GIGA, AND TAKUYA SUZUKI

Abstract. We consider the Stokes semigroup in a large class of domains in-

cluding bounded domains, the half-space and exterior domains. We will prove
that the Stokes semigroup is analytic in a certain type of solenoidal subspaces

of BMO.

1. Introduction

We will investigate the homogeneous Stokes equations

ut −∆u+∇π = 0 in Ω× (0, T )
div u = 0 in Ω× (0, T )

u = 0 on ∂Ω× (0, T )
u(0) = u0

(1.1)

in a uniformly C3-domain Ω ⊂ Rn (n ≥ 2). The Lp-theory for 1 < p < ∞ of
the Stokes equations is quite well understood if the Helmholtz projection in Lp

exists. For this let Lpσ(Ω) be the closure of C∞c,σ(Ω), the space of smooth solenoidal
vector fields with compact support, in Lp(Ω). The Helmholtz projection is then
the projection operator from Lp(Ω) into Lpσ(Ω) derived from the Helmholtz decom-
position. In [Gig81] the second author proved that the Stokes operator generates
an analytic semigroup in Lpσ(Ω) if Ω is a bounded domain. The same result was
proved in [GHHS10], [GHHS12] for general domains under the assumption that
the Helmholtz decomposition of Lpσ(Ω) exists. For domains not admitting the Lp-
Helmholtz decomposition this result is still unknown.

In [AG13] and [AG14] K. Abe and the second author proved similar analyticity
results in solenoidal subspaces of L∞(Ω) for a certain class of domains called ad-
missible. Similar analyticity results in L∞ by resolvent estimates were obtained in
[AGH15].

In this work we want to generalize these analyticity results to a subspace of
BMO. In order to do so we introduce a norm measuring the mean oscillation of the
function inside the domain and the mean value of the function near the boundary.
We define this BMO-type norm in the following way. Let for f ∈ L1

loc(Ω) and
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B ⊂ Ω the mean value fB be defined as

fB :=
1

|B|

∫
B

f(y) dy.

For the parameter µ ∈ (0,∞] we define the BMO-seminorm

[f ]µBMO(Ω) := sup
Br(x)⊂Ω,r<µ

1

|Br(x)|

∫
Br(x)

|f(y)− fBr(x)| dy.

We will usually omit Ω in the notation of the seminorm if no confusion may arise.
The space BMOµ(Ω) is then defined as

BMOµ(Ω) := {f ∈ L1
loc(Ω) : [f ]µBMO <∞}.

We define for ν ∈ (0,∞] the seminorm

[f ]νb := sup{r−n
∫
Br(x0)∩Ω

|f(y)| dy : x0 ∈ ∂Ω, 0 < r < ν}.

Then

‖f‖BMOµ,νb
:= [f ]µBMO + [f ]νb

will be called the BMO-type norm. The space BMOµ,νb (Ω) is then defined as the
space of all functions f ∈ L1

loc(Ω) satisfying ‖f‖BMOµ,νb
<∞. Let VMOµ,νb,0 (Ω) be

the closure of C∞c (Ω) and VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω) the closure of C∞c,σ(Ω) with respect to the

norm ‖ · ‖BMOµ,νb
. Furthermore, let C0,σ(Ω) be the closure of C∞c,σ(Ω) with respect

to the L∞-norm. It is obvious that C0,σ(Ω) ↪→ VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω).

Further we define for p ∈ (1,∞)

[f ]µBMOp := sup
Br(x)⊂Ω,r<µ

(
1

|Br(x)|

∫
Br(x)

|f(y)− fBr(x)|p dy)1/p,

[f ]νbp := sup
x0∈∂Ω,0<r<ν

(r−n
∫
Br(x0)∩Ω

|f(y)|p dy)1/p,

‖f‖BMOµ,νb p := [f ]µBMOp + [f ]νbp.

Note that by the John-Nirenberg inequality the seminorm [f ]µBMOp is equivalent to

[f ]µBMO provided that p ∈ (1,∞) and µ ∈ (0,∞].

In [FKS05], [FKS07] it was proved that for the space L̃r := L2 ∩ Lr if r ≥ 2,

L̃r := L2 + Lr otherwise, there is a bounded Helmholtz projection Pr from L̃r(Ω)

to L̃rσ(Ω) in uniformly C2-domains. Furthermore, it was proved that the Stokes

operator generates an analytic semigroup in L̃rσ(Ω). Here L̃rσ(Ω) is the closure of

C∞c,σ(Ω) in the L̃r-norm. The Sobolev space W̃ 1,r
0 is defined as the closure of C∞c (Ω)

with respect to the norm ‖ · ‖W̃ 1,r := ‖ · ‖L̃r + ‖∇ · ‖L̃r . In [FKS05], [FKS09] it was

proved that for every u0 ∈ L̃r(Ω) there is a unique solution u(t) ∈ W̃ 1,r
0 (Ω)∩ L̃rσ(Ω)

with ∇2u(t), ut(t),∇π ∈ L̃r(Ω). We call such a solution L̃r-solution.
We are now ready to define the notion of an admissible domain in the sense of

[AG13]. Let Ω be a uniformly C2-domain. The domain Ω is then called admissible
if there are r > n and a constant C > 0 such that for all matrix-valued functions
f ∈ C1(Ω) with div f ∈ L̃r(Ω), tr f = 0 and ∂lfij = ∂jfil (1 ≤ i, j, l ≤ n)

sup
x∈Ω

dist(x, ∂Ω)|(I − Pr)(∇f)(x)| ≤ C‖f‖L∞(∂Ω)
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holds. Examples of admissible domains are bounded domains, the half space
([AG13]) and exterior domains ([AG14]). A layer domain of dimension n ≥ 3
is an example of a domain that is not admissible ([Bel14]) but has a Helmholtz
decomposition in Lp ([Miy94]). Furthermore, there are also examples of admissi-
ble domains that do not have a Helmholtz decomposition in Lr as constructed in
[AGSS15].

Having these definitions the first and the second author proved in [BG15] that
for the Stokes equations the L∞-norm of the derivatives of the solution can be
estimated by the BMOb-norm of the initial data as in the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. Let

Ñ(u, π)(x, t) := t1/2|∇u(x, t)|+ t|∇2u(x, t)|+ t|ut(x, t)|+ t|∇π(x, t)|.

Let Ω be an admissible, uniformly C3-domain in Rn, µ, ν ∈ (0,∞]. Then there exist
a solution operator S to (1.1) and constants C, T0 > 0 depending only on µ, ν, n
and Ω such that

sup
0<t<T0

‖Ñ(u, π)(·, t)‖∞ ≤ C‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

holds for every L̃r-solution (u,∇π) with u0 ∈ C∞c,σ(Ω). By density the estimate

holds also for each u0 ∈ VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω) with S(t)u0 = u and a suitable choice of π.

The solution operator S is taken so that it agrees with the L2-Stokes semigroup on
C∞c,σ(Ω).

The estimate t‖ut(t)‖BMOµ,νb
≤ C‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

for t < T0 which is a consequence
of the theorem is the estimate needed for proving the analyticity of a semigroup.
Nevertheless, in our case we have the required estimate but this is not enough to
conclude that the Stokes operator actually generates a semigroup on VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω)
since the theorem does not give us sufficient control about the solution u itself. It
is the aim of this paper to close this gap and to show that the Stokes semigroup is
analytic in VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω).

For this we will need to assume some regularity at the boundary and will make
use of the following property.

Lemma 1.2. Let Ω be a uniformly C2-domain. Then there exists a constant R
such that for all x ∈ Ω with dist(x, ∂Ω) < R there is a unique projection to a
boundary point xc ∈ ∂Ω such that the line between xc and x is normal to ∂Ω in xc.

Proof. For a proof see [GT77, appendix] and [KP02, §4.4]. �

We define then for a uniformly C2-domain the number R∗ > 0 to be the supre-
mum of all R satisfying the above for Ω and its complement. This R∗ is often called
the reach of ∂Ω ([KP02]).

Our main result then states that in an admissible domain the Stokes operator
generates an analytic semigroup in VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω) for suitable choices of µ and ν.
The constant Cn,L denotes here a constant depending on the regularity of the
domain which will be defined in section 4.

Theorem 1.3. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be an admissible, uniformly C3-domain. Let 0 <
ν ≤ R∗ and µ ∈ (C2

n,Lν,∞]. Then the Stokes operator generates a C0-analytic

semigroup in VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω).
3



The main idea of the proof is deriving estimates for∫
Br(x)

(u(y, t)− uBr(x)(t))
2 dy and

∫
Br(x0)∩Ω

u(y, t)2 dy

for Br(x) ⊂ Ω and x0 ∈ ∂Ω. This can be done by using the fundamental theorem of

calculus u(t) =
∫ t

0
us(s) ds−u0, the equality ut = ∆u−∇π and integration by parts

such that we only need to estimate π and the gradient of u. Via an estimate on
harmonic functions the pressure in this calculation is also controlled by the gradient
of u. By the estimate

sup
0<t<T0

t
1
2 ‖∇u(t)‖∞ ≤ C‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

of Theorem 1.1 we then obtain for t < T0 the inequality

‖u(t)‖BMOµ,2νb 2 ≤ C‖u0‖BMOµ,νb
.

Finally, we will need equivalence results between different BMOb-norms to compare
these two norms and get the boundedness in VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω). Together with the time
derivative estimate of Theorem 1.1 this yields the analyticity of the Stokes operator
in VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω).

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we will prove estimates that will
be needed to get control of the pressure terms that will appear in our calculations.
In section 3 we will prove that we can estimate the BMO-type norm of the so-
lution by another BMO-type norm of the initial data and that the solution is in
VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω). In section 4 we will prove the required equivalence results of differ-
ent BMO-type norms. In section 5 we will consider the Stokes semigroup in the
half-space and prove the global boundedness of the semigroup and its derivatives.

2. Boundary estimate for the pressure

In this section we will prove estimates for harmonic functions in order to estimate
the pressure terms in section 3 in a suitable way.

Theorem 2.1. Let Ω be a bounded C2-domain and consider the equation

∆π = 0 in Ω
∂π
∂n = div∂Ω g on ∂Ω∫

Ω
π dx = 0.

Then there is a constant C > 0 depending only on C2-regularity of Ω such that

‖π‖L2(∂Ω) ≤ C‖g‖L2(∂Ω)(2.1)

holds for all g ∈ L2(∂Ω) with g · n = 0 on ∂Ω.

We shall prove this theorem in several steps. We first recall a type of the Nečas
inequality. For Lipschitz domains we consider the Sobolev space on the boundary
∂Ω. Let H1(∂Ω) denote the space of all f ∈ L2(∂Ω) whose weak tangential deriva-
tive ∇∂Ωf is also in L2(∂Ω). We equip this space with an inner product in the same
way as in the definition of H1(Ω). The space Hs(∂Ω) (0 ≤ s ≤ 1) is given as the
complex interpolation space

[
L2(∂Ω), H1(∂Ω)

]
s

based on fractional powers of the

self-adjoint operator associated with the inner product of H1 ([LM68]). It is well-
known that the trace space H1/2(∂Ω) of H1(Ω) agrees with this characterization
of the interpolation ([LM68]). Let H−s(∂Ω) be the the dual space of Hs(∂Ω).
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Lemma 2.2 (Nečas inequality). Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a bounded Lipschitz domain. Then
there exists a constant C depending only on the Lipschitz regularity of Ω such that

(2.2) ‖∇∂Ωf‖H−1(∂Ω) ≤ C‖f‖L2(∂Ω)

for all f ∈ L2(∂Ω), where ∇∂Ω denotes the weak tangential gradient.

Proof. This can be proved as in [BF13, Theorem IV.1.1] where a similar inequality
has been proved for Ω instead of ∂Ω. �

Lemma 2.3. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a bounded Lipschitz domain. Then for s ∈ [0, 1] there
exists a constant C depending only on the Lipschitz regularity of Ω such that

(2.3) ‖∇∂Ωf‖H−s(∂Ω) ≤ C‖f‖H1−s(∂Ω)

for all f ∈ H1−s(∂Ω). In particular,

(2.4) ‖∇∂Ωf‖H−1/2(∂Ω) ≤ C‖f‖H1/2(∂Ω)

for all f ∈ H1/2(∂Ω).

Proof. We interpolate (2.2) with

‖∇∂Ωf‖L2(∂Ω) ≤ C‖f‖H1(∂Ω)

to get (2.3) by complex interpolation theory ([LM68]). Note that H−s(∂Ω) =[
L2(∂Ω), H−1(∂Ω)

]
s
. �

We next recall the solvability of the Neumann problem

(2.5)
∆u = 0 in Ω
∂u
∂n = h on ∂Ω

under the compatibility condition
∫
∂Ω
h dHn−1 = 0. The Lax-Milgram theorem or

even the Riesz representation theorem for a Hilbert space guarantees the existence
of a solution u ∈ H1(Ω) for h ∈ H−1/2(∂Ω). If h is regular, say h ∈ H1/2(∂Ω) and
if ∂Ω is C2, then u is H2. This is also standard. We just summarize these results
which are for example found in [BF13, Theorem III.4.3] including the case when the
Laplace equation (2.5) is replaced by the Poisson equation ∆u = f .

Lemma 2.4. Let Ω be a bounded Lipschitz domain in Rn. For a given h ∈
H−1/2(∂Ω) with

∫
∂Ω
h dHn−1 = 0, there is a unique weak solution u ∈ H1(Ω)

of (2.5) satisfying
∫

Ω
u dx = 0. This linear operator h 7→ u fulfills the estimate

(2.6) ‖u‖H1(Ω) ≤ C‖h‖H−1/2(∂Ω)

with C depending only on Ω through its Lipschitz regularity of Ω as well as the
second eigenvalue of the Laplacian with Neumann boundary conditions.

Moreover, if Ω is C2 and h ∈ H1/2(∂Ω), then u ∈ H2(Ω). The linear operator
h 7→ u fulfills the estimate

(2.7) ‖u‖H2(Ω) ≤ C‖h‖H1/2(∂Ω).

Here, the constant C depends in addition on C2-regularity of Ω.

The dependence of C with respect to the second eigenvalue of Ω of the Lapla-
cian with Neumann boundary condition appears when one uses the Poincaré type
inequality to control the L2-norm of u by the L2-norm of ∇u. The estimate (2.6)
together with the well-known trace theorem [BF13, Theorem III, 2.2] and the Nečas
inequality yield estimates for u on the boundary.
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Lemma 2.5. Let Ω be a bounded Lipschitz domain in Rn. Let g ∈ H1/2(∂Ω) satisfy
g ·n = 0 on ∂Ω and let π ∈ H1(Ω) with

∫
Ω
π dx = 0 be the unique solution of (2.5)

with h = div∂Ω g. Then

(2.8) ‖γπ‖H1/2(∂Ω) ≤ C‖g‖H1/2(∂Ω)

with C depending only on the Lipschitz regularity of Ω and the second eigenvalue
of the Laplacian with Neumann boundary condition, where γ denotes the trace on
∂Ω.

Proof. We first notice that
∫
∂Ω
h dHn−1 = 0 because g is tangential. By the Nečas

type inequality (2.4) we observe that div g ∈ H−1/2(∂Ω), which guarantees the
existence of an H1-solution π (Lemma 2.4). We now observe by the trace theorem,
(2.6) and (2.4) that

‖γπ‖H1/2(∂Ω) ≤ C1‖π‖H1(Ω)

≤ C2‖ div∂Ω g‖H−1/2(∂Ω)

≤ C3‖g‖H1/2(∂Ω)

which yields (2.8) where Cj denotes a constant depending only on Ω. Here we only
used Lipschitz regularity of the boundary. �

We finally apply a duality argument.

Lemma 2.6. Assume that Ω is a bounded C2-domain in Rn. Let g and π be as in
Lemma 2.5. Then

(2.9) ‖γπ‖H−1/2(∂Ω) ≤ C‖g‖H−1/2(∂Ω)

with C depending only on C2-regularity of Ω as well as the second eigenvalue of the
Laplacian with Neumann boundary condition in Ω.

Proof. Let uh be the H2-solution (satisfying
∫

Ω
uh dx = 0) of (2.5) with h ∈

H1/2(∂Ω) satisfying
∫
∂Ω
h dHn−1 = 0. By the Green formula we have∫

∂Ω

(γπ)h dHn−1 −
∫
∂Ω

∂π

∂n
uh dHn−1 =

∫
Ω

(π∆uh − uh∆π) dx = 0,

where γuh is denoted simply by uh. Thus∫
∂Ω

(γπ)h dHn−1 =

∫
∂Ω

(div∂Ω g)uh dHn−1 = −
∫
∂Ω

g · ∇∂Ωuh dHn−1.

This representation yields∣∣∣∣∫
∂Ω

(γπ)h dHn−1

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖g‖H−1/2(∂Ω)‖γ∇∂Ωuh‖H1/2(∂Ω).

By the trace theorem we get∣∣∣∣∫
∂Ω

(γπ)h dHn−1

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖g‖H−1/2(∂Ω)‖h‖H1/2(∂Ω)

which yields (2.9). �

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since the estimate (2.9) guarantees that g 7→ γπ is extend-
able from tangential H−1/2(∂Ω) to H−1/2(∂Ω), interpolating (2.8) with (2.9) yields
(2.1), where we suppress the trace symbol γ. Here we invoke the property that[
H1/2(∂Ω), H−1/2(∂Ω)

]
1/2

= L2(∂Ω) ([LM68]). �
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3. Boundedness in BMO-type spaces

In this section we will prove that the solution operator maps VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω) to

VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω) under suitable choices of µ and ν and finally conclude the analyticity
of the Stokes semigroup in these BMO-type spaces. We will distinguish between
small and large balls and use the derivative estimate of Theorem 1.1 in order to
prove this boundedness. It will be easier to do most of the calculations with the
BMOb2-norms since in this case we do not have to take care of the absolute value
in the definition and it enables us to integrate by parts in a way that fits to our
needs.

Since we will also need some control over the mean values we will start with an
estimate on mean values of the solution.

Lemma 3.1. Let µ, ν ∈ (0,∞] and Ω an admissible uniformly C3-domain. Then
there are constants C, T0 > 0 which are independent of r, u0 and t such that∣∣uBr(x)(t)− u0Br(x)

∣∣ ≤ C t1/2
r
‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

holds for all solutions u := S(t)u0 of (1.1) with u0 ∈ VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω), t ∈ (0, T0) and

Br(x) ⊂ Ω.

Proof. By the fundamental theorem of calculus, equation (1.1)1 and integration by
parts we get

1

|Br(x)|

∫
Br(x)

u(y, t)− u0(y) dy

=
1

|Br(x)|

∫
Br(x)

∫ t

0

∂u

∂s
(y, s) ds dy

=
1

|Br(x)|

∫ t

0

∫
Br(x)

∆u(y, s)−∇π(y, s) dy ds

=
1

|Br(x)|

∫ t

0

∫
∂Br(x)

∂u

∂n
(y, s)− π(y, s)n dHn−1(y) ds.

Then we can estimate this in the following way by using the Hölder inequality

‖f‖L1(∂Br) ≤ ‖1‖L2(∂Br)‖f‖L2(∂Br), where ‖1‖L2(∂Br) = Cr
n−1
2

∣∣∣∣∣ 1

|Br(x)|

∫
Br(x)

u(y, t)− u0(y) dy

∣∣∣∣∣
≤ω
−1
n

r

∫ t

0

1

rn−1

∫
∂Br(x)

|∂u
∂n

(y, s)|+ |π(y, s)n| ds dHn−1(y)

≤ω
−1
n

r

∫ t

0

1

rn−1
(

∫
∂Br(x)

‖∇u(s)‖L∞(Ω) dHn−1(y) + ‖π(s)‖L1(∂Br(x))) ds

≤C
r

∫ t

0

(‖∇u(s)‖L∞(Ω) + r−
n−1
2 ‖π(s)‖L2(∂Br(x))) ds.

We get then by Theorem 1.1, Theorem 2.1 with choosing π such that
∫
Br(x)

π = 0,

(1.1)1 and the Hölder inequality ‖f‖L2(∂Br) ≤ ‖1‖L2(∂Br)‖f‖L∞(∂Br)

7



∣∣∣∣∣ 1

|Br(x)|

∫
Br(x)

u(y, t)− u0(y) dy

∣∣∣∣∣
≤C
r

∫ t

0

(‖∇u(s)‖∞ + r−
n−1
2 ‖ curlu(s)× n‖L2(∂Br(x))) ds

≤C
r

∫ t

0

‖∇u(s)‖∞ ds

≤C
r

∫ t

0

s−
1
2 ‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

ds

≤C t
1/2

r
‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

.

�

In the next theorem we obtain bounds for the mean oscillation of the solution in
large balls.

Theorem 3.2. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be an admissible, uniformly C3-domain, µ, ν ∈ (0,∞].
Then there are constants C, T0 > 0 depending only on Ω, n, µ and ν such that for
all 0 < r < µ and x ∈ Ω with Br(x) ⊂ Ω, t ∈ (0, T0) and all u0 ∈ VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω)

with u(t) = S(t)u0

1

|Br(x)|

∫
Br(x)

|u(y, t)− uBr(x)(t)|2 dy ≤ C(1 +
t

r2
)‖u0‖2BMOµ,νb

.

Proof. By the fundamental theorem of calculus, (1.1)1 and integration by parts we
get∫

Br

|u(y, t)− uBr (t)|2 dy

=

∫
Br

(u(y, t)− uBr (t))(
∫ t

0

∂(u− uBr )
∂s

(y, s) ds− (u0(y)− u0Br )) dy

≤
∣∣∣∣∫
Br

(u(y, t)− uBr (t))
∫ t

0

(∆u(y, s)−∇π(y, s)) ds dy

∣∣∣∣
+

∣∣∣∣∫
Br

(u(y, t)− uBr (t))
∫ t

0

∂uBr
∂s

(s) ds dy

∣∣∣∣
+ ‖u(y, t)− uBr (t)‖L2(Br)‖u0 − u0Br‖L2(Br)

≤
∣∣∣∣∫ t

0

∫
Br

∇u(y, t)∇u(y, s) dy ds

∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∫ t

0

∫
∂Br

(u(y, t)− uBr (t))
∂u

∂n
(s) dHn−1(y) ds

∣∣∣∣
+

∣∣∣∣∫ t

0

∫
∂Br

(u(y, t)− uBr (t))π(y, s)n) dHn−1(y) ds

∣∣∣∣
+

∣∣∣∣∫
Br

(u(y, t)− uBr (t)) dy(uBr (t)− u0Br )

∣∣∣∣
+

1

2

∫
Br

|u(y, t)− uBr (t)|2 dy +
1

2

∫
Br

|u0(y, t)− u0Br |2 dy,

8



where we can take the second to last term to the left hand side and the last term can
be estimated by rn[u0]µBMO2 which by the John-Nirenberg inequality is equivalent
to rn[u0]µBMO. We will use the derivative estimate of Theorem 1.1 for estimating
the other parts. The first term can be estimated by∣∣∣∣∫ t

0

∫
Br

∇u(y, t)∇u(y, s) dy ds

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫
Br

‖∇u(t)‖∞
∫ t

0

‖∇u(s)‖∞ ds dy

≤ Crnt−1/2‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

∫ t

0

s−1/2‖u0‖BMOµ,νb
ds

≤ Crn‖u0‖2BMOµ,νb
.

For the second summand we get∣∣∣∣∫ t

0

∫
∂Br

(u(y, t)− uBr (t))
∂u

∂n
(s) dHn−1(y) ds

∣∣∣∣
≤
∫
∂Br

|u(y, t)− uBr (t)|
∫ t

0

‖∇u(s)‖∞ ds dHn−1(y)

≤C
∫
∂Br

|u(y, t)− uBr (t)| dHn−1(y)

∫ t

0

s−1/2‖u0‖BMOµ,νb
ds

≤Ct1/2‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

∫
∂Br

|u(y, t)− uBr (t)| dHn−1(y).

In order to estimate the third term we estimate the pressure part by using Theorem
2.1, (1.1)1 and Hölder’s inequality.∣∣∣∣∫ t

0

∫
∂Br

(u(y, t)− uBr (t))π(y, s)n) dHn−1(y) ds

∣∣∣∣
≤‖u(t)− uBr (t)‖L2(∂Br)

∫ t

0

‖π(s)‖L2(∂Br) ds

≤r(n−1)/2‖u(t)− uBr (t)‖L∞(∂Br)

∫ t

0

r(n−1)/2‖ curlu(s)× n‖L∞(∂Br) ds

≤rn‖∇u(t)‖∞
∫ t

0

‖∇u(s)‖∞ ds

≤Crn‖u0‖2BMOµ,νb
,

where we used Poincaré’s inequality with constant Cr in Br in the second to last
line. For the fourth term we use Lemma 3.1∣∣∣∣∫

Br

(u(y, t)− uBr (t)) dy(uBr (t)− u0Br )

∣∣∣∣
≤C(

∫
Br

|u(y, t)− uBr (t)|2 dy)1/2rn/2
t1/2

r
‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

≤ε
∫
Br

|u(y, t)− uBr (t)|2 dy + Cε
t

r2
rn‖u0‖2BMOµ,νb

.
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Thus we have the estimate∫
Br

|u(y, t)− uBr (t)|2 dy ≤Cεrn(1 +
t

r2
)‖u0‖2BMOµ,νb

+ ε

∫
Br

|u(y, t)− uBr (t)|2 dy

+ Ct1/2‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

∫
∂Br

|u(y, t)− uBr (t)| dHn−1(y).

After taking the term containing ε to the left hand side it is left to estimate∫
∂Br
|u(y, t) − uBr (t)| dHn−1(y). By the trace theorem and Poincaré’s inequality

we obtain∫
∂Br

|u(y, t)− uBr (t)| dHn−1(y) ≤ Cr(
∫
Br

|∇u(y, t)|2 + |u(y, t)− uBr (t)|2 dy)1/2

≤ Cr(
∫
Br

|∇u(y, t)|2 dy)1/2.

We see by a scaling argument that Cr = Crn/2. Then

Ct1/2
∫
∂Br

|u(y, t)− uBr (t)| dHn−1(y) ≤ Ct1/2rn/2‖∇u(t)‖L2(Br)

≤ Ct1/2rn‖∇u(t)‖∞
≤ Crn‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

such that we finally obtain∫
Br(x)

|u(y, t)− uBr(x)(t)|2 dy ≤ Crn(1 +
t

r2
)‖u0‖2BMOµ,νb

.

�

For boundedness we will need similar estimates for small r. These estimates can
be proved in a much simpler way by using Poincaré’s inequality.

Lemma 3.3. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be an admissible, uniformly C3-domain, µ, ν ∈ (0,∞].
There are constants C, T0 > 0 depending only on Ω, n, µ and ν such that for all r
and x ∈ Ω with Br(x) ⊂ Ω, t ∈ (0, T0) and all u0 ∈ VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω) with u(t) = S(t)u0

1

|Br(x)|

∫
Br(x)

|u(y, t)− uBr(x)(t)|2 dy ≤ C
r2

t
‖u0‖2BMOµ,νb

.

Proof. By Poincaré’s inequality in Br with constant Cr and Theorem 1.1 we can
estimate ∫

Br(x)

|u(y, t)− uBr(x)(t)|2 dy ≤
∫
Br(x)

‖u(t)− uBr(x)(t)‖2∞ dy

≤ C
∫
Br(x)

r2‖∇u‖2∞ dy

≤ Crn r
2

t
‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

.

�

We can now estimate the BMO-part of the BMOb-norm in a suitable way. In
a similar way we will get estimates for the boundary part of the norm. Since
Br(x0) ∩ Ω for x0 ∈ ∂Ω is not a C2-domain which we will need for the estimate of
the pressure, we need to change the parameter ν in a certain way.
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Theorem 3.4. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be an admissible, uniformly C3-domain, µ ∈ (0,∞],
0 < ν ≤ R∗/2. There are constants C, T0 > 0 depending only on Ω, n, µ and ν such
that for all x0 ∈ ∂Ω, r < ν, t ∈ (0, T0) and all u0 ∈ VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω) with u(t) = S(t)u0

1

rn

∫
Br(x0)∩Ω

|u(y, t)|2 dy ≤ C(‖u0‖2BMOµ,νb
+ [u0]2νb2 ).

Proof. Let Br(x0) ∩ Ω ⊂ B̃ ⊂ B2r(x0) ∩ Ω be a domain with C2-regularity, where

the C2-regularity of B̃ depends only on ν and the C3-regularity of Ω. Again by
fundamental theorem of calculus and integration by parts we obtain∫

B̃

|u(y, t)|2 dy

=

∫
B̃

u(y, t)

∫ t

0

∂u

∂s
(y, s) ds dy −

∫
B̃

u(y, t)u0(y) dy

≤
∣∣∣∣∫
B̃

u(y, t)

∫ t

0

∆u(y, s)−∇π(y, s) ds dy

∣∣∣∣+ ‖u(t)‖L2(B̃)‖u0‖L2(B̃)

≤
∣∣∣∣∫
B̃

u(y, t)

∫ t

0

∆u(y, s)−∇π(y, s) ds dy

∣∣∣∣+
1

2

∫
B̃

|u(y, t)|2 dy

+
1

2

∫
B2r(x0)∩Ω

|u0(t)|2 dy,

where we take the second summand to the left hand side. The last summand can
be estimated by rn[u0]2νb2 . For the first summand we obtain by using the estimate
‖u‖L∞(B2r(x0)∩Ω) ≤ Cr‖∇u‖∞, which follows from the homogeneous boundary
condition, estimating the part with pressure π in the same way as in Theorem 3.2
and integrating by parts

C

rn

∣∣∣∣∫
B̃

u(y, t)

∫ t

0

∆u(y, s)−∇π(y, s) ds dy

∣∣∣∣
≤ C
rn

(∣∣∣∣∫
B̃

∇u(y, t)

∫ t

0

∇u(y, s) ds dy

∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∫
∂B̃

u(y, t)

∫ t

0

∂u

∂n
(y, s) ds dHn−1(y)

∣∣∣∣
+

∣∣∣∣∫
∂B̃

u(y, t)

∫ t

0

π(y, s)n ds dHn−1(y)

∣∣∣∣)
≤ C
rn

(∫
B̃

‖∇u(t)‖∞
∫ t

0

‖∇u(s)‖∞ ds dy

+

∫
∂B̃

r‖∇u(t)‖∞
∫ t

0

‖∇u(s)‖∞ ds dHn−1(y)

+

∫
∂B̃

|u(y, t)|
∫ t

0

|π(y, s)n| ds dHn−1(y)

)
≤C‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

+
C

rn
‖u(t)‖L2(∂B̃)

∫ t

0

‖π(s)‖L2(∂B̃) ds

≤C‖u0‖BMOµ,νb
.

Finally we obtain ∫
B̃

|u(y, t)|2 dy ≤ C‖u0‖BMOµ,νb
+ C[u0]2νb2 .
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�

Let Cn,L be a constant depending on Ω which will be defined in section 4.
Roughly speaking, Cn,L measures the degree of shrinkage of transforms from neigh-
borhoods near the boundary to Rn+.

Theorem 3.5. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be an admissible, uniformly C3-domain, 0 < ν ≤ R∗,
µ ∈ (C2

n,Lν,∞]. Then there are constants C, T0 > 0 depending only on Ω, n, µ and

ν such that for all t ∈ (0, T0) and all u0 ∈ VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω) with u(t) = S(t)u0

‖u(t)‖BMOµ,νb
≤ C‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

holds.

Proof. By Theorem 4.3 that will be proved later we can assume that ν < R∗/(4Cn,L).
since the norms with different such ν are equivalent. By Theorem 3.2, Lemma 3.3
and Theorem 3.4 we obtain for some T0 and C depending only on Ω, n, µ, ν

‖u(t)‖BMOµ,νb 2 ≤ C‖u0‖BMOµ,νb
+ C[u0]2νb2 (t ∈ (0, T0)).(3.1)

We will now use two different equivalence results on the BMOb-norms. At first
note that it is immediate from the definition and Hölder’s inequality that

‖u(t)‖BMOµ,νb
≤ C‖u(t)‖BMOµ,νb 2.

Since 2ν < R∗/(2Cn,L) we can use the equivalence between ‖ · ‖BMOµ,2νb 2 and

‖ · ‖BMOµ,2νb
that will be proved in the next section (Theorem 4.7) to estimate

C[u0]2νb2 such that we get

‖u(t)‖BMOµ,νb
≤ C‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

+ C‖u0‖BMOµ,2νb
(t ∈ (0, T0)).

Now we will use the equivalence between ‖ · ‖BMOµ,νb
and ‖ · ‖BMOµ,2νb

(Theorem

4.3) which yields

‖u(t)‖BMOµ,νb
≤ C‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

(t ∈ (0, T0)).

�

Now we have all estimates that are necessary to obtain a semigroup. How-
ever, as in the L∞-case C∞c,σ(Ω) is not dense in the largest solenoidal subspace of

BMOµ,νb (Ω). Thus, in order to get a semigroup on VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω) we have to ensure

that the solutions u(t) ∈ VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω) for u0 ∈ VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω). This will be done
in the appendix.

We are now able to show our main result, the analyticity of the VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω)-
Stokes semigroup.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Theorem 1.1 and the embedding L∞(Ω) ↪→ BMOµ,νb (Ω)
we know that the solution operator S(t)u0 satisfies the estimate

‖ d

dt
S(t)u0‖BMOµ,νb

≤ C

t
‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

(t ∈ (0, T0)).

Furthermore, we know by the previous theorem that

‖S(t)u0‖BMOµ,νb
≤ C0‖u0‖BMOµ,νb

(t ∈ (0, T0)).(3.2)

By the appendix we obtain that S(t)u0 ∈ VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω) for every u0 ∈ VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω)

and t ∈ (0, T0). From this we can conclude that S(t)u0 ∈ VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω) for every
t > 0. This together with the above estimates yields that S is an analytic semigroup.
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It is left to show that S is a C0-semigroup. It was proved in Proposition 5.3 of
[AG13] that for all u0 ∈ C∞c,σ(Ω)

lim
t→0
‖S(t)u0 − u0‖∞ = 0.

If we now take u0 ∈ VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω), then there exists by definition of VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω) a

sequence um0 ∈ C∞c,σ(Ω) such that um0 converges to u0 with respect to the BMOµ,νb -
norm. Then we have by (3.2) for t < T0

‖S(t)u0 − u0‖BMOµ,νb

≤‖S(t)(u0 − um0 )‖BMOµ,νb
+ ‖S(t)um0 − um0 ‖BMOµ,νb

+ ‖u0 − um0 ‖BMOµ,νb

≤(C0 + 1)‖um0 − u0‖BMOµ,νb
+ (2 + ωn)‖S(t)um0 − um0 ‖∞.

For given ε > 0 we choose then m ∈ N such that ‖um0 − u0‖BMOµ,νb
< ε

2(C0+1)

and then t0 > 0 sufficiently small such that ‖S(t)um0 − um0 ‖∞ < ε
2(2+ωn) for all

0 < t < t0. Then

‖S(t)u0 − u0‖BMOµ,νb
< ε

for t < t0 which proves that S is a C0-semigroup.
�

4. Remark on equivalences of BMOb-norms

In this section we will prove the equivalence results for different BMOb-norms
that were used in the proof of Theorem 3.5.

For these equivalence results we will need a fundamental theorem on BMO-
functions that states that the L1-norm of a function in a large area can be controlled
by the L1-norm of the function in a small area and the BMO-seminorm of f .

Theorem 4.1. Let µ ∈ (0,∞] and Ω ⊂ Rn be a domain. Then for all f ∈
BMOµ(Ω), a > 1, r > 0, x1, x2 ∈ Ω with Br(x1) ⊂ Bar(x2) ⊂ Ω and ar ≤ µ holds
the inequality

‖f‖L1(Bar(x2)) ≤ |Bar(x2)|(1 + an)[f ]µBMO(Ω) + an‖f‖L1(Br(x1)).(4.1)

Proof. Let B1 := Br(x1), B2 := Bar(x2) and f̃ := f − fB1 . By
∫
B1
f̃ − f̃B2 dy =

−|B1|f̃B2
we obtain

|B1||f̃B2 | ≤
∫
B1

|f̃ − f̃B2 | dy

and thus

|B2|[f̃ ]µBMO ≥
∫
B2

|f̃ − f̃B2 | dy

≥
∫
B1

|f̃ − f̃B2 | dy

≥ |B1||f̃B2 |.

From this we can estimate the mean value of f̃ in B2 by

|f̃B2 | ≤ an[f̃ ]µBMO.
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Then we can estimate the L1-norm of f by using estimates on the mean values
together with the L1-norm of f on a small ball.

‖f‖L1(B2) ≤ ‖f − fB1‖L1(B2) + |B2||fB1 |

= ‖f̃‖L1(B2) + |B2||fB1
|

≤ ‖f̃ − f̃B2‖L1(B2) + |B2||f̃B2 |+
|B2|
|B1|
‖f‖L1(B1)

≤ |B2|[f̃ ]µBMO + |B2|an[f̃ ]µBMO + an‖f‖L1(B1)

= |B2|(1 + an)[f ]µBMO + an‖f‖L1(Br(x1)).

�

Since we consider BMO-functions on domains it will be useful to extend those
functions to the more classical BMO-functions on Rn. P. W. Jones proved in
[Jon80] the exact condition when this is possible. This condition is in particular
satisfied if the domain is a bounded Lipschitz domain.

Theorem 4.2. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a bounded Lipschitz domain. Then there is a
constant C depending only on Lipschitz regularity of ∂Ω such that for each f ∈
BMO∞(Ω) there is an extension f̄ ∈ BMO∞(Rn) such that

[f̄ ]∞BMO(Rn) ≤ C[f ]∞BMO(Ω).

Theorem 4.3. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a uniformly C2-domain, ν1 < ν2 ≤ R∗ and µ ∈
[ν2,∞]. The norm ‖ · ‖BMO

µ,ν1
b

is then equivalent to ‖ · ‖BMO
µ,ν2
b

.

Proof. It follows immediately from the definition that for ν1 < ν2, ‖f‖BMO
µ,ν1
b
≤

‖f‖BMO
µ,ν2
b

. Thus it is left to show that

1

rn

∫
Ω∩Br(x0)

|f(y)| dy ≤ C‖f‖BMO
µ,ν1
b

with a constant C > 0 independent of x0 ∈ ∂Ω and ν1 ≤ r < ν2. Since ν1 ≤ r < R∗,
every B ν1

2
(x0)∩Ω ⊂ Br(x0)∩Ω contains a ball B1 of radius ν1/4 and the Lipschitz

regularity of Ω ∩ Br(x0) is uniform. Thus by Theorem 4.2 there is a uniform
constant C > 0 such that for all x0 ∈ ∂Ω and all ν1 ≤ r < ν2 there is an extension
of f |Ω∩Br(x0) to f̄ ∈ BMO∞(Rn) with

[f̄ ]∞BMO(Rn) ≤ C[f ]∞BMO(Ω∩Br(x0)) ≤ C[f ]µBMO(Ω).

Since
∫
B1
|f(y)| dy ≤ νn1 [f ]ν1b we obtain by Theorem 4.1 for ν1 ≤ r < ν2 that

1

rn

∫
Ω∩Br(x0)

|f(y)| dy ≤ 1

rn

∫
Br(x0)

|f̄(y)| dy

≤ ωn(1 + (
4ν2

ν1
)n)[f̄ ]∞BMO(Rn) +

( 4r
ν1

)n

rn
‖f‖L1(B1)

≤ C[f ]µBMO(Ω) + C[f ]ν1b

with a constant independent of r and x0. �

We now want to prove the equivalence between BMOµ,νb p and BMOµ,νb . Our
proof is divided into two parts. One concerning Hölder type estimates and one
concerning reverse Hölder type estimates which will be the crucial part.
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Lemma 4.4 (Hölder type estimates). Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a domain, p ∈ [1,∞), µ, ν ∈
(0,∞] and f ∈ BMOµ,νb p(Ω). Then f satisfies the following estimate

‖f‖BMOµ,νb
≤ C‖f‖BMOµ,νb p

for some constant C = C(n, p) > 0.

Proof. This Lemma is easily obtained by the use of Hölder’s inequality. �

For the reverse Hölder type inequality we need the John-Nirenberg inequality.

Theorem 4.5 (John-Nirenberg inequality). Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a domain, p ∈ [1,∞),
f ∈ BMOµ(Ω). Then, there exists C = C(n, p) > 0 such that

[f ]µBMOp ≤ C[f ]µBMO.

Proof. This inequality is rather different from the original John-Nirenberg inequal-
ity ([JN61]), but it can be obtained from this inequality. �

Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a uniformly C2-domain with Lipschitz constant L and let x0 ∈
∂Ω. We define Φx0

: Ω ∩ B̄R∗(x0)→ Rn+ by Φx0
(x) = (x′, xn − φx0

(x′)) where φx0

is a Lipschitz function with Lipschitz constant L which is a local coordinate of ∂Ω
at x0. Let d(A) denote the diameter of A. Then we define the degree of shrinkage
of Ω (denoted by Cn,L) by

sup{d(Φx0(Br(x) ∩ Ω))

d(Br(x) ∩ Ω)
,
d(Φ−1

x0
(Br(x) ∩ Ω))

d(Br(x) ∩ Ω)
: x ∈ Ω, Br(x) ⊂ BR∗(x0), x0 ∈ ∂Ω}.

We remark that this degree depends only on n and L because Ω is uniformly
Lipschitz. Now we want to state the reverse Hölder type estimates up to the
boundary.

Lemma 4.6 (Reverse Hölder type estimates up to the boundary). Let Ω ⊂ Rn
be a uniformly C2-domain with Lipschitz constant L. Let Cn,L denote the degree
of shrinkage of Ω. Let ν ∈ (0, R∗/(2C2

n,L)], µ ∈ [C2
n,Lν,∞], p ∈ [1,∞), f ∈

BMOµ,νb (Ω). Then there exists a constant C = C(n, p, L) > 0 such that

[f ]νbp ≤ C[f ]νb .

Proof. Let x0 ∈ ∂Ω and r < ν be given. We will then write Φ for Φx0 . Then, by
changing variables

(r−n
∫

Ω∩Br(x0)

|f(y)|p dy)1/p

=(r−n
∫

Φ(Ω∩Br(x0))

|(f ◦ Φ−1)(z)|p|JΦ−1 | dz)1/p

≤(1 + L)(
|Φ(Br)|
rn

)
1
p (|Φ(Br)|−1

∫
Φ(Ω∩Br(x0))

|(f ◦ Φ−1)(z)|p dz)1/p

≤(1 + L)(ωnCn,L)
1
p (|Φ(Br)|−1

∫
Φ(Ω∩Br(x0))

|(f ◦ Φ−1)(z)|p dz)1/p,

where JΦ−1 denotes the Jacobian of Φ−1. Let ERn+ be the xn-odd extension from

Rn+ to Rn. We define the function g by g = ERn+(f ◦ Φ−1) and set

QR = Φ(Ω ∩BR(x0)) ∪ (−Φ(Ω ∩BR(x0))) for R = r,R∗.
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Then,
∫
QR

gdx = 0 for R = r,R∗. We want to apply Theorem 4.5, so we check

that g satisfies the assumption of Theorem 4.5, i.e., g ∈ BMOCn,Lν(QR∗). Take
Bs(x) ⊂ QR∗ with s < µ/Cn,L ≤ Cn,Lν. There are two cases we have to consider.

(1) Bs(x) ∩ ∂Rn+ = ∅
(2) Bs(x) ∩ ∂Rn+ 6= ∅

In the case (1), we may assume Bs(x) ⊂ Rn+. We remark that g = f ◦ Φ−1 in this
case. We will show

1

|Bs(x)|

∫
Bs(x)

|g(y)− gBs(x)| dy < C[f ]µBMO(Ω).

Take arbitrary c ∈ R. Then, by changing variables∫
Bs(x)

|g(z)− gBs(x)| dz

≤
∫
Bs(x)

|f ◦ Φ−1(z)− c| dz + |Bs(x)||c− (f ◦ Φ−1)Bs(x)|

≤2

∫
Bs(x)

|f ◦ Φ−1(z)− c| dz

=2

∫
Φ−1(Bs(x))

|f(y)− c||JΦ| dy

≤2(1 + L)

∫
Φ−1(Bs(x))

|f(y)− c| dy.

Let d > 0 be the distance from Φ−1(Bs(x)) to the boundary of BR∗ ∩ Ω. If the
diameter of Φ−1(Bs(x)) is smaller than d, we can take the smallest ball Bs′(z

′)
with s′ < d < R∗ and z′ ∈ Ω so that Φ−1(Bs(x)) ⊂ Bs′(z

′) ⊂ BR∗(x0) ∩ Ω. Then
s′ ≤ Cn,Ls < µ and we obtain∫

Φ−1(Bs(x))

|f(y)− c| dy ≤
∫
Bs′ (z

′)

|f(y)− c| dy.

Since c is arbitrary, this implies

1

|Bs(x)|

∫
Bs(x)

|g(y)− gBs(x)| dy ≤ C[f ]µBMO < +∞.

If the diameter of Φ−1(Bs(x)) is bigger than d, then we take a perpendicular from
Φ−1(x) to ∂Ω, and let x′ denote a point at which the perpendicular intersects with
∂Ω. Take the smallest ball Bs′(z

′) ⊂ BR∗(x0) which contains Φ−1(Bs(x)). Then,

1

|Bs(x)|

∫
Bs(x)

|g(y)− gBs(x)| dy ≤ C
s′n

|Bs|
1

s′n

∫
Bs′ (z

′)∩Ω

|f(y)− c| dy.

By taking c = 0 in the integral,

1

|Bs(x)|

∫
Bs(x)

|g(y)− gBs(x)| dy

≤C s′n

|Bs|
1

s′n

∫
Bs′ (x

′)∩Ω

|f(y)| dy ≤ Cn,L,d
s′n

|Bs|
[f ]R

∗

b .

We remark that [f ]R
∗

b is finite because f ∈ BMOµ,νb (Ω) and f ∈ BMOµ,νb (Ω) is

equivalent to f ∈ BMOµ,R
∗

b (Ω) by Theorem 4.3. We also remark that s′n

|Bs| is finite
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because d(Φ−1(Bs(x))) ≤ Cn,Ls. In the case (2), Bs(x) can be decomposed up to
a null set as

Bs(x) = (Bs(x) ∩ Rn+) ∪ (Bs(x) ∩ (−Rn+)) = B1 ∪B2.

Then,
∫
Bs(x)

|g(z) − gBs(x)| dz ≤ 2
∫
B1 |g(z)| dz + 2

∫
B2 |g(z)| dz. Since the second

term can be estimated in the same way as the first term, we only need to estimate
the first term. By change of variables,∫

B1

|g(z)| dz =

∫
Φ−1(B1)

|f(z)||JΦ| dz ≤ (1 + L)

∫
Φ−1(B1)

|f(z)| dz.

Let us take a perpendicular from Φ−1(x) to ∂Ω, and let x′ denote the point at which
the perpendicular intersects with ∂Ω. Take the smallest ball Bs′(x

′) ⊂ BR∗(x0)
which contains Φ−1(B1). Then,∫

Φ−1(B1)

|f(z)| dz

≤Cs′n 1

s′n

∫
Bs′ (x

′)

|f(z)| dz

≤Cs′n[f ]R
∗

b < +∞.

As a consequence, we can apply Theorem 4.5 to g and get for the largest ball Br̃(x̃)
satisfying Br̃(x̃) ⊂ Qr and the smallest ball Br′(x

′) satisfying Qr ⊂ Br′(x′)

(|Φ(Br)|−1

∫
Φ(Ω∩Br(x0))

|(f ◦ Φ−1)(z)|p dz)1/p

=(2|Qr|−1 1

2

∫
Qr

|g(z)− gQr |p dz)1/p

≤(C|Br̃(x̃)|−1

∫
Qr

|g(z)− gBr′ (x′)|
p dz)1/p

≤(C|Br′(x′)|−1

∫
Br′ (x

′)

|g(z)− gBr′ (x′)|
p dz)1/p

≤C|Br′(x′)|−1

∫
Br′ (x

′)

|g(z)− gBr′ (x′)| dz

≤C|Br′(x′)|−1

∫
Br′ (x

′)

|g(z)| dz

≤C|Φ(Br′(x
′))|−1

∫
Φ(Ω∩Br(x0))

|(f ◦ Φ−1)(z)| dz.

Here, we used r ≤ Cn,Lr̃ and r′ ≤ Cn,Lr. Furthermore, by changing variables

|Φ(Br′(x
′))|−1

∫
Φ(Ω∩Br(x0))

|(f ◦ Φ−1)(z)| dz

≤Cr−n
∫

Ω∩Br(x0)

|f(z)||JΦ| dz

≤C[f ]νb .

Therefore, we obtain the reverse Hölder type estimates up to the boundary. �
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Theorem 4.7. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a uniformly C2-domain with Lipschitz constant
L. Let Cn,L denote the degree of shrinkage of Ω. Let ν ∈ (0, R∗/(2C2

n,L)], µ ∈
[C2
n,Lν,∞], p ∈ [1,∞), f ∈ BMOµ,νb (Ω). Then, ‖ · ‖BMOµ,νb p is equivalent to

‖ · ‖BMOµ,νb
.

Proof. Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.6 imply the equivalence. �

5. Bounded Analyticity in the Half-Space

In this section we will prove that the Stokes semigroup is a bounded analytic
semigroup in a solenoidal subspace of BMO∞,∞b (Rn+). Furthermore, we will obtain
global derivative estimates of the solution.

Theorem 5.1. Let Ω = Rn+ be the half-space. Then there is a constant C which
only depends on the dimension n such that for all u0 ∈ VMO∞,∞b,0,σ (Rn+)

sup
t>0
‖u(t)‖BMO∞,∞b

≤ C‖u0‖BMO∞,∞b
,(5.1)

sup
t>0

t1/2‖∇u(t)‖∞ ≤ C‖u0‖BMO∞,∞b
,(5.2)

sup
t>0

t‖∇2u(t)‖∞ ≤ C‖u0‖BMO∞,∞b
,(5.3)

sup
t>0

t‖ut(t)‖∞ ≤ C‖u0‖BMO∞,∞b
,(5.4)

sup
t>0

t‖∇π(t)‖∞ ≤ C‖u0‖BMO∞,∞b
,(5.5)

where (u,∇π) is the solution of the Stokes equations with S(t)u0 = u(t). In partic-
ular, S is a bounded analytic semigroup on VMO∞,∞b,0,σ (Rn+).

Proof. We will use that the spacesBMO∞,∞b (Rn+) and L∞(Rn+) are scaling-invariant.
By Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 3.5 we obtain the existence of some T0 > 0 such that
for all u0 ∈ VMO∞,∞b,0,σ (Rn+) the estimate

sup
0<t<T0

(‖u(t)‖BMO∞,∞b
+ ‖Ñ(u, π)(·, t)‖∞) ≤ CT0

‖u0‖BMO∞,∞b

holds. By taking uλ0 (x) := u0(λx) as initial data we obtain the same estimate for
uλ(x, t) = u(λx, λ2t) and πλ = λπ(λx, λ2t) with the right hand side CT0‖uλ0‖BMO∞,∞b

which is equal to CT0‖u0‖BMO∞,∞b
. By the scaling-invariance of the spaces we can

conclude from the estimate for (uλ, πλ) that

sup
0<t<λ2T0

(‖u(t)‖BMO∞,∞b
+ ‖Ñ(u, π)(·, t)‖∞) ≤ CT0

‖u0‖BMO∞,∞b

for all λ > 0 with CT0 independent of λ > 0. Since λ was arbitrary we can replace
sup0<t<λ2T0

by supt>0 in the above inequality and get the desired estimates. The
bounded analyticity follows then from the time derivative estimate. �

Appendix A

Our goal in this section is to prove a density result. Let Ãr be the Stokes operator
in the space L̃rσ which is constructed in [FKS05], [FKS07].

Theorem A.1. Let Ω be a uniformly C2-domain in Rn (n ≥ 2). For f ∈ D(Ãr0),
r0 > 2, there exists a sequence {fm} ⊂ C∞c,σ(Ω) such that ‖f − fm‖W̃ 1,r(Ω) → 0 as

m→∞ for all r ∈ [2, r0).
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This density result yields the following property for the Stokes semigroup S(t).

Let W̃ 1,r
σ,0 (Ω) denote the W̃ 1,r-closure of C∞c,σ(Ω).

Corollary A.2. Let Ω be a uniformly C2-domain and u0 ∈ C∞c,σ(Ω). Then S(t)u0 ∈
W̃ 1,r
σ,0 (Ω) for all r ≥ 2 and t > 0. In particular, S(t)u0 ∈ C0,σ(Ω) ⊂ VMOµ,νb,0,σ(Ω)

with µ, ν ∈ (0,∞].

This follows from Theorem A.1. Indeed, since S is an analytic semigroup in
L̃rσ(Ω) we observe that S(t)u0 ∈ D(Ãr0) for t > 0 and u0 ∈ L̃rσ(Ω). If u0 ∈ C∞c,σ(Ω),

then we get S(t)u0 ∈ D(Ãr0) for any r0 ≥ 2. Thus applying Theorem A.1 implies

that S(t)u0 ∈ W̃ 1,r
σ,0 (Ω) for any r ≥ 2. The remaining assertion follows from the

Sobolev embedding for r > n and L∞(Ω) ↪→ BMOµ,νb (Ω).
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem A.1. For this purpose

we need an approximation of the domain Ω.
For a uniformly C2-domain Ω of type (α, β,K) in the sense of [FKS05] one can

easily construct a sequence of uniformly C2-domains Ωm of type (α, β,K) such that
Ωm ⊂ Ω, dist(Ωm, ∂Ω) ≥ 1

m and

Ω ⊂ {x ∈ Rn : dist(x,Ωm) ≤ 2

m
}

for m ∈ N.

Lemma A.3. For f ∈ D(Ãr0) with r0 > 2 and r ∈ [2, r0) there exists a sequence

{fm} ⊂ W̃ 1,r
0 (Ωm) ∩ L̃rσ(Ωm) such that ‖fm − f‖W̃ 1,r(Ω) → 0 as m→∞. Here we

interpret fm as a function defined on Ω by extending via fm = 0 in Ω \ Ωm.

Proof. Let Ãr0,m be the Stokes operator in L̃r0σ (Ωm). By the construction of the

operator there exists λ0 such that if λ ≥ λ0, then λ+Ãr0,m is invertible in L̃r0σ (Ωm),
where λ0 is independent of Ωm since this property only depends on (α, β,K). We

fix λ0. For f ∈ D(Ãr0) we define g ∈ L̃r0σ (Ω) by

g = (λ0 + Ãr0)f.

We approximate g by gm ∈ C∞c,σ(Ω) such that ‖g − gm‖L̃r(Ω) → 0 as m → ∞. We

may assume that supp gm ⊂ Ωm by taking a subsequence. We set

fm = (λ0 + Ãr0,m)−1(gm|Ωm).

Since fm ∈ D(Ãr0,m), it is clear that fm ∈ W̃ 1,r
0 (Ωm) ∩ L̃rσ(Ωm) for all r ∈ [2, r0].

We extend fm by 0 and obtain a sequence of functions fm defined on Ω. By the a
priori estimate of [FKS05],[FKS07] we see that

‖fm‖W̃ 2,r(Ωm) ≤ C‖gm‖L̃r(Ωm) (r ∈ [2, r0))

with C depending only on (α, β,K). It is not difficult to show that fm → f in the
sense of distributions in Ω. Since ‖gm‖L̃r(Ω) is bounded by a constant multiple of

‖g‖L̃r(Ω), this implies that ‖fm‖W̃ 1,r0 (Ω) is bounded. By

‖∇f −∇fm‖Lr(Ω) ≤ ‖∇f −∇fm‖θL2(Ω)‖∇f −∇fm‖
1−θ
Lr0 (Ω)

with 1
r = θ

r0
+ 1−θ

2 and the same estimate for f − fm it suffices to prove that

fm → f strongly in H1(Ω). We consider H1(Ω) equipped with the scalar product
(f, g) =

∫
Ω

(λ0 + Ar0)f · g which is equivalent to the standard scalar product in

H1(Ω).
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Since we already know that fm → f in the sense of distributions and since
‖fm‖H1(Ω) is bounded, we can conclude that fm → f weakly in H1(Ω). To obtain
strong convergence it remains to prove that ‖fm‖H1 → ‖f‖H1 . For this purpose
we observe that

‖fm‖2H1(Ω) =

∫
Ωm

(λ0 + Ãr0,m)fm · fm dx =

∫
Ωm

gm · fm dx.

Since fm → f weakly in L2(Ω) and gm → g strongly in L2 we conclude that

‖fm‖2H1 →
∫

Ω

f · g dx (m→∞).

The limit equals to

‖f‖2H1 =

∫
Ω

(λ0 +Ar0)f · f dx.

Thus fm → f in H1. The proof is now complete. �

Lemma A.4. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a domain and 1 < r <∞. Let f ∈ W̃ 1,r
0 (Ω) ∩ L̃rσ(Ω)

with c0 := dist(supp f, ∂Ω) > 0. Then there exists a sequence fm ∈ C∞c,σ(Ω) such
that ‖fm − f‖W̃ 1,r → 0 as m→∞.

Proof. Let ε > 0 and take some δ < min{ε, c0/2}. Let Ω′ be defined by

Ω′ = {x ∈ Ω : dist(x, ∂Ω) > c0/2}.

Since f is regarded as an element of L̃rσ(Ω′), there exists a sequence fk ∈ C∞c,σ(Ω′)

such that fk → f in L̃rσ(Ω′). Let %δ be the standard mollifier whose support
is contained in a ball of radius δ centered at zero. We define fδ = f ∗ %δ. We
construct a sequence fk,δ ∈ C∞c,σ(Ω) by fk,δ = fk ∗ %δ such that fk,δ converges to

fδ in W̃ 1,r(Ω). Note that the support of fk,δ is contained in Ω by the choice of Ω′

and %. We observe that

‖f − fk,δ‖W̃ 1,r ≤ ‖f − fδ‖W̃ 1,r + ‖fδ − fk,δ‖W̃ 1,r

≤ ‖f − fδ‖W̃ 1,r + Cδ‖f − fk‖L̃r .

For ε > 0 we take δ sufficiently small such that ‖f −fδ‖W̃ 1,r ≤ ε/2 and then choose
k0 large enough to obtain for all k ≥ k0 that Cδ‖f − fk‖L̃r ≤ ε/2. �
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